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Seeing the undisguised killing intent in charlie’s eyes, Jamura was instantly
terrified!

He knelt on the ground with a plop, kowtowed, and pleaded with tears: “Mr.
Wade…I…I am young and frivolous and impulsive…I beg you to consider that my
Fei family is also the second largest Chinese family in the United States. Go on,
spare me this time, just say howmuch money you want, my father will definitely
satisfy you… Please…”

charlie didn’t want to watch him act, and said coldly, “Jamura, you really Do you
think that money is everything? Your great-grandfather is so rich, isn’t he unable
to keep his position as the head of the family? Let me tell you, even if the entire
Fei family’s assets are exchanged for your dog’s life, I will not agree! Adults must
Pay the price for your actions! Don’t talk about you, even your father and your
grandfather have to pay the corresponding price for your actions! Because there
is an old saying, if the son doesn’t teach, the father’s fault!”

Jamura questioned subconsciously Said: “Aren’t you afraid of the Fei family’s
revenge?! My father and my grandfather, if they knew that you killed me, they
would definitely spend their entire family to avenge me!”

“Your father, your grandfather? When charlie heard this, he sneered: “To tell
you the truth, your great-grandfather Jian and your cousin Fei Kexin are now
protected by my people. I have to solve not only you, but also your father.” With
your grandfather, if your great-grandfather had the opportunity to go back to
the United States, do you think he would let your father and your grandfather go?
If he dares to let them go, I will not let him go!”

Jamura heard this, the whole People are terrified!

He never dreamed that the great-grandfather and cousin that grandfather had
been trying to find were all in charlie’s hands!

At this moment, he finally realized what kind of existence charlie was.

Originally, he thought charlie was a vicious wolf, and rushed to the Fei family to
take a bite.
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But now he knew that charlie was actually a hunter with a gun.

And the current Fei family, in his eyes, is nothing more than a local dog under
the muzzle.
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At this moment, he was so frightened that he cried and said, “Mr. Wade… I beg
you to be merciful and spare me once…No matter what you ask, I will make my
father and grandfather agree to you unconditionally… only Please leave me
alone…”

charlie smiled slightly, and said, “There is no need to beg for mercy, so save
your energy and think about how you will die.”

Jamura, who was extremely terrified, wanted to continue to beg charlie was
able to open up, but charlie didn’t give him a chance at all. He turned around and
said to Abbas and Hattori, “Abbas, Hattori, you two come with me. I have
something to explain.” The

two responded immediately . As soon as he was about to go upstairs with
charlie, Jamura kept kowtowing and begging like crazy: “Mr. Wade… please let
me go, Mr. Wade…Mr. Wade…”

charlie ignored him and directly Take the two to the first floor.

Abbas said to charlie, “Mr. Wade, there is a guest room on the first floor, let’s
go there.”

“Okay.” charlie nodded and followed Abbas to the guest room on the first
floor.

Hattori Kazuo also came in tremblingly, rubbing both hands on his chest, his
heart was already extremely nervous.

charlie looked at the two of them and said, “I want to make this matter bigger
now. Since it’s a stage to sing, I’m sorry for a stage as big as New York if the
movement is small.”

Abbas asked respectfully, “Mr. Wade , what are your plans?”

charlie smiled and said, “I asked a man from Hattori to cut off Jamura’s ears,
just to stimulate the Fei family, so I simply committed the Fei family a kidnapping
with the highest ransom in the history of New York. The case.”

After speaking, he looked at Kazuo Hattori and said with a smile, “You cut off
Jamura’s ears, so you can just send his two ears to the Fei family, and tell them by
the way, if you want to To let Jamura live, a ransom of 100 billion US dollars must
be paid, and it must be paid in the form of encrypted digital currency, otherwise,
he will wait for Jamura to collect his body.”

“Ah?!” Hattori Kazuo’s frightened legs softened, and he blurted out: “Mr.
Wade…With the strength of the Fei family, we Iga ninjas are probably going to
be exterminated…”
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charlie smiled and waved his hands: “Don’t worry, neither yogi nor Zaki have
the chance to go to Japan to seek revenge for Iga ninjas. After this incident is
over, the two of them will be finished. When the old man of the Fei family regains
power, you Ninja is not the enemy of the Fei family, but one of the benefactors of
the Fei family.”

After speaking, Charlie added: “Kazuo Hattori, everything is multi-faceted, and
how the Fei family treats the Iga Ninja depends on who His ass is sitting in the
seat of the head of the Fei family, can you understand it?”

Kazuo Hattori heard this, and his spirit was lifted.

He is not a fool, how can he not understand the meaning of charlie’s words.

In an instant, his mentality also underwent a 180-degree change.

Before, it was for fear that the Iga family would be retaliated by the Fei family,
and thus be destroyed.

But now, he suddenly felt that what was said on the Huaxia Internet was very
right. If you give it a try, the bicycle will become a motorcycle!

Thinking of this, he was already a little excited, and he blurted out, “Mr. Wade,
what do you need me to do, even if you tell me, you must go all out!”

charlie nodded with satisfaction, and said with a smile, “Yes, let’s go! “
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After that, charlie informed Hattori Kazuo in detail about his request.

After hearing this, Kazuo Hattori felt apprehensive, but he said without
hesitation: “Mr. Wade, rest assured, I will complete the task next time!”

charlie nodded slightly and said to Abbas, “Abbas, I’m going back to Provi soon.
Dens, you will cooperate with Kazuo Hattori to take care of the rest of the things
here, and I will come back tomorrow.”

Abbas said respectfully, “Okay, Mr. Wade!”

few minutes later, the helicopter Take off from the courtyard of this large villa
and fly directly to Providence.
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At the same time, there have been more than tens of thousands of people in
New York looking for Jamura’s whereabouts.

However, even though so many people are racking their brains to find clues, all
of them still find nothing.

The garbage truck that drove out of the Wangfu Hotel was as if the world had
evaporated, and no clues could be found.

The longer the result is not obtained, the more nervous the Fei family
becomes.

Although Zaki is usually very strict with his son yogi, he is very condoning and
pampering his grandson Jamura. Now that Jamura has been kidnapped and there
is no clue, he called yogi to his study and asked sharply: ” What the hell did you
do? It’s been so long, why haven’t there been any news!”

yogi was also at a loss, and blurted out: “Dad, those Japanese ninjas seem to
have evaporated, and I can’t find any clues!”

Zaki In a cold voice: “Have you found out which ninja did it?”

“Not yet.” yogi sighed: “The immigration information has been transferred, but
there are too many people, and they are being screened. More importantly,
These ninjas all know how to disguise, and they all have multiple identities. Even
if we find them from the immigration documents, it may not be their real
identities.”

Zaki asked again: “Has no one contacted you yet? According to Common sense,
the other party kidnapped Haoyang, and now it’s time to ask for a ransom!”

yogi shook his head and said, “No one has contacted me to ask for a ransom.”

Just after he finished speaking, his cell phone suddenly rang.

Looking down, it was a text message from an unfamiliar number.

The text read: “Want to know your son’s whereabouts, drive to Brooklyn!”
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Brooklyn, once the most famous slum area in New York,

although the environment has improved to a certain extent, it is still the most
chaotic and least safe area in New York.



Especially in North Brooklyn, there are a lot of blacks and Hispanics, and it is
simply the best and largest source of soldiers for the major gangs in New York.

Many of the young people here, at the age of twelve or thirteen, swaggered
around with guns in their hands, and began to serve in the gang reserve.

By the time he was fourteen or fifteen years old, he was already eating,
drinking, prostituting, beating, smashing, and looting.

This kind of place is extremely poor in law and order. Ten young men are
randomly selected on the street, and they can’t wait to find eleven guns. On
weekdays, let alone ordinary people, even the police dare not go to this kind of
place to patrol.

Hattori Kazuo also asked yogi here at charlie’s request.

Seeing the message, yogi hurriedly said, “Dad, someone sent me a text
message saying that if I want to know Jamura’s whereabouts, I have to go to
Brooklyn!”

Zaki heard this, slammed the table, and said angrily: “Go! Immediately have
someone prepare! Also, quickly give the mobile phone number to the intelligence
department, and let themmonitor the location of this mobile phone
immediately!”
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yogi was slightly startled and asked, “Dad, shall I go?”

“Nonsense!” Zaki blurted out: “Don’t you want me to go?”

yogi said nervously: “Brooklyn’s security is too bad, and I’m worried that this is
a trap…”

Zaki waved his hand: “There’s nothing to worry about, you just go. , let the
warriors follow you, and bring two teams of bodyguards to protect your safety
secretly, in this case, even the special forces can’t kidnap you!”

yogi saw his father’s insistence, so he had to nod his head. , said: “Then I’ll ask
him the specific address.”

After that, he picked up the phone while sending the phone number to the Fei
family’s intelligence team, replied to the message, and asked, “Where am I going
to meet you?”

After it was sent, the information fell into disrepair.

The intelligence team also reported that the phone number is now in shutdown
mode and cannot be located.
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When yogi saw this, he knew that the other party was a veteran, and he was
even more uneasy in his heart.

But Zaki didn’t give him a chance to hesitate, and ordered: “If the other party
can kidnap Jamura, he is definitely not an ordinary little thief. It is estimated that
he has already been watching us secretly. Just go to Brooklyn, I believe you will
be there. When he’s in Brooklyn, he’ll contact you.”

yogi didn’t dare to refuse, so he could only bite the bullet and agree.

His son was kidnapped. Although he was anxious, he hoped that he could solve
the problem with money, or use the people under the Fei family to solve the
problem, and he was unwilling to take the risk himself.

But right now he has no other choice but to follow his father’s instructions,
arrange manpower and prepare to go.

Soon, three convoys drove out from the Fei family’s manor one after another.

Two of the convoys were the bodyguards of the Fei family. As soon as the car
drove out of the villa, they scattered and infiltrated. They had two tasks, the first
was to secretly protect yogi’s convoy, and the second was to wait for information
from the intelligence team. When the other party’s mobile phone is turned on
and the location of the other party is found, they will immediately control it;

and yogi’s team is led by three bulletproof Rolls-Royce, followed by three
bulletproof Cadillac full-size off-road vehicles.

yogi himself did not sit in the Lesley, but in the middle of the three Cadillacs.

In his opinion, if the other party wanted to attack him this time, he would have
mistaken him for being in the Rolls-Royce in the middle. In this way, in the event
of an accident, the Rolls-Royce would attract firepower, and he would The safety
factor is naturally higher.

But even so, when the car drove into Brooklyn, yogi couldn’t help but feel
nervous.

There is a law as universal as gravity, that is, the richer the person, the more
afraid of death.

yogi is no exception.
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Although he is the eldest young master of the Fei family and the first heir to
the current Fei family’s patriarch, he is somewhat frightened when he comes to
such a place.

After all, in a place like this, it happened not once or twice because of an Apple
mobile phone eating a gun.

When yogi’s motorcade drove into Brooklyn, it really attracted the attention of
many street youths.

In Brooklyn, only the eldest gang can afford a Rolls-Royce, but the Rolls-Royce
license plates of those eldest brothers have long been recited by local gang
members, so it can be seen at a glance that these cars are foreign.

Some gang members couldn’t help but feel crooked when they saw this team.

However, seeing that the other party had six cars, their rationality made them
just watch it.

At this moment, yogi in the car suddenly received a text message.

This time, the other party changed the number and sent the message: “To the
Wharton Motel in North Brooklyn.” The

motel is the lowest-end express hotel in the United States.
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It has the worst room, worst location, worst management and worst policing.

You don’t need any documents to register in a motel. Park your car at the door,
walk in and hand over the cash to the boss, and you can get a room key. You don’t
need to show any documents throughout the process.

The boss also holds the mentality that one more thing is worse than one less
thing. He just collects money, he is too lazy to ask the identity of the guest, and
he doesn’t even want to look at the guest more, so as not to cause trouble.

So it’s a mixed bag of fugitives, clients and addicts.

yogi didn’t expect that the other party would set the location in such a place.
He first sent the other party’s mobile phone number to the intelligence team,
hoping that the other party could locate that person’s location.

However, the information returned by the intelligence team was that the other
party was shut down again.

Since it is a new number, there is no way to prepare in advance, so the
positioning fails again.
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The failure to locate means that yogi can only go to the motel according to the
request of the other party.

Although he was unwilling in his heart, he could only bite the bullet and go.

And this motel is right on the edge of North Brooklyn.

As soon as the convoy arrived at the door of the hotel, they saw at least seven
or eight scantily clad women standing at the door. These women waved when
they saw a man driving, and the male driver would immediately stop beside them
and lower the windows to “communicate” with them. sentence.

The content of the exchange is nothing more than what kind of service is
provided and howmuch remuneration is required.

If it’s settled, the woman will get into the man’s co-pilot, or go to the motel
room with the man, and do the dirty business together.

yogi frowned in disgust as he looked at the surrounding environment.

At this moment, several street girls also discovered their motorcade, and some
of them were somewhat self-aware that they knew that a prostitute like them
who paid tens of dollars at a time would not be able to win the favor of
Rolls-Royce owners.

But there are also some women who have been addicted to drugs and come to
the Rolls-Royce confidently and knock on the window, constantly scratching their
heads.

However, no matter how they knocked, the drivers of the Rolls-Royces in front
did not open the windows.

So, several people knocked on the window next to each other, all the way to
the car where yogi was.

Through the window, yogi looked at these skinny women with rotten teeth and
even severe tooth loss at a young age, as if he had seen a ghost, he cursed in the
car, “What the hell is this? Shit! Drive them away and keep them away frommy
car!”

The bodyguard on the co-pilot turned around and explained, “Master, these
women are like this, we don’t care about her, they can’t knock on the window. I’ll
leave by myself.”

After speaking, he added: “Have you seen many discarded disposable syringes
on the roadside? They are all used by these women. Each of them is an addict.
Every day, they rely on the street to earn some money to eat, Many people have
AIDS when buying contraband, so for safety’s sake, we should not open the
window.”



“F*ck!” yogi was nauseated and scolded: “It’s F*cking disgusting!”

Fortunately, the few women did not No entanglement, seeing no one opening
the window, they all returned to the roadside and continued to look for other
targets.

At this time, yogi’s cell phone rang again.

He hurriedly looked down and saw that this time it was a text message from a
new and unfamiliar number, and the text of the text message was: “Did you see
the blonde woman on the side of the road who lost two front teeth? You got out
of the car and walked to the She puts a thousand dollars in her collar, she will
give you something, my people are watching you, don’t play any tricks, otherwise,
just wait to collect your son’s body!”
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yogi received this text message and looked up at the women standing by the
road, only to realize that the woman with blonde hair and two front teeth was
the one who knocked on the window of his car just now. The woman who startled
herself?

When he thought that the other party might still have AIDS, he felt nauseous
and almost nauseous.

However, he never dreamed that the mysterious man who kidnapped his son
actually wanted to stuff money into that woman’s collar!

He couldn’t help scolding: “Isn’t this F*cking bullying! If I really have something
to give me, can’t I just let her take it out?!” The

bodyguard couldn’t help asking: “Master, the other party is texting again. Is it?”

yogi looked at the woman outside the car window, and said with great disgust:
“Bastard, he actually asked me to stuff a thousand dollars into that woman’s
neckline in exchange for something he gave me! It’s so outrageous! The

bodyguard hurriedly said: “Master, why don’t I go! That person should have
told this woman that as long as someone stuffed 1,000 dollars into her neckline,
she would let her give it to the other party. This woman must not know who you
are.” It’s the same for whoever, so whoever goes to stop.”

“No…” yogi blurted out: “Some of them are watching from the dark, if I play
tricks, they will be detrimental to Jamura!” The



bodyguard blurted out: “Eldest young master, You can’t go by yourself, what if
this woman is a killer, or if she has a bomb on her body? We can’t guarantee your
safety!”
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yogi was also startled when he heard this, he was worried about this It’s a trap
aimed at yourself, and once you get off the car, I’m afraid it will be more
fortunate than good luck.

However, he also knew very well in his heart that if he didn’t do it, his son’s life
might be in danger.

Moreover, if he didn’t do it, his father would definitely be dissatisfied with him
when he found out.

Zaki’s acting style is simply ruthless, and he is very disgusted by timid and
cowardly people. Besides, yogi is not the only child, and there are two younger
brothers who are staring at the head of the family. If his performance this time
makes Zaki disappointed, then in the future The difficulty of inheriting the
position of the head of the family will inevitably increase a lot.

After thinking about it, he decided to take a risk.

So, he called his father Zaki, and after the call, Zaki asked, “yogi, how is it?!”

yogi explained the situation to his father again, deliberately using a generous
death-like tone. “Dad, if there is something wrong with me, you can promise me
to get Jamura back!”

Zaki snorted softly and said, “Don’t worry, he has no reason to kill you.”

yogi asked in surprise: “Dad, why do you think so?”

Zaki said coldly: “He kidnapped Jamura and contacted you on his own initiative,
which proves that he must be Tucai, and since it is Tucai, he took great pains to
kill you again. What’s the point? If he kills you, he not only won’t get a penny, but
also ruins his reputation in front of us. If he kills you and then threatens me with
Jamura and asks me for ransom, I won’t. It might be given to him, but for him, the
gain outweighs the loss, so you can go with confidence and boldness.”

yogi suddenly felt a little resentful.

I thought I could take this opportunity to show it to my father, but I didn’t
expect it to be self-defeating in the end, making my father think that he was an
idiot who couldn’t understand the situation.

Depressed, he could only say to Zaki: “Okay Dad, I know, I’ll go over and see
what medicine they sell in the gourd!”

“Hurry up!” Zaki urged: “Anything The news, notify me as soon as possible!”
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yogi could only do as he did.

He hung up the phone, asked the bodyguard to take out a thousand dollars in
cash, held it in his hand, took a deep breath, and then said, “Open the door!”
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The bodyguard said nervously: “Master, it’s too dangerous to go directly, or I’ll
check first to see if there is anything wrong with that woman!”

“No need…” Zaki shook his head, his father Zaki has said it for that sake. If he
still asks someone to check on the girl, Zaki will definitely be very disappointed in
him if it gets to Zaki’s ears.

So, he could only bite the bullet and push the door to get out of the car, and
walked towards the woman on the side of the road.

Several women did not expect that a middle-aged man came down from the
Cadillac and walked straight to them.

As a result, several people were busy scratching their heads and winking,
hoping to gain the favor of this man.

yogi scratched his body in disgust when he saw it.

But he had no choice but to force himself to the blond woman, rolled up the
thousand dollars in his hand, and stuffed it into the woman’s collar.

There was a sudden exclamation around, and the other women were all
stunned.

They may not be able to earn a hundred dollars standing here for a day, but as
soon as this rich man came over, he gave his companion a thousand dollars, which
made them extremely envious.
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And the blond woman was also very excited at the moment. She took out the
money from the collar and counted each one clearly. After confirming that it was
one thousand dollars, she said excitedly: “God, you should be Mr. Fei. Right ?!”

yogi was almost staggered by the stench in her mouth, resisting the urge to
vomit, and asked, “I gave you the money, what about the stuff? Did someone ask
you to give me something? The
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blond woman said happily: “I thought that guy was tricking me on purpose, but
I didn’t expect such a good thing…”

After that, the woman looked at yogi, suddenly stepped forward, hugged him
tightly, kissed his mouth hard!

A large group of bodyguards thought that the woman was going to attack yogi
suddenly, and suddenly rushed out of the car with a gun.

At this time, yogi was also taken aback, and quickly pushed the woman away,
while wiping his mouth with force, he said angrily: “Bah, bah, bah! What the hell!
You’re F*cking sick! Who is it? What the hell let you kiss me?!”

Immediately afterwards, he saw the woman’s arms were full of dense needle
eyes, and his face turned pale with fright.

He kept spitting hard, and at the same time, he kept slapping his clothes,
cursing, “Do you F*cking have AIDS?! If you F*cking have AIDS, I will let you
F*cking shoot you! Seeing

so many ferocious bodyguards, the woman pointed guns at herself at the
moment, and said fearfully and aggrieved: “The doctor of the foundation told
me… AIDS is not transmitted through kissing…”

yogi He collapsed in an instant, jumped up irritably and yelled: “F*ck! You are
so F*cking real!”

A group of bodyguards heard this, and they were like a big enemy. One of them
thought that the woman was deliberately poisoning the eldest young master,
and immediately scolded. “Come on! Why did you do this! What’s the purpose?!”

The woman was extremely aggrieved, and said eagerly: “It was the man who
told me that there was a gentleman named Fei who would give me a thousand
dollars, if After I receive his thousand dollars, I will give him the warmest kiss and
a small gift carefully prepared…”

“F*ck!” yogi suddenly understood that he was being tricked by that bastard.

At this time, he didn’t care so much, he just wanted to get the clues quickly,
and then go back immediately and let the doctor prepare HIV blocking medicine
for him.

So, he stared at the woman, and asked with a dark face: “Damn, what kind of
small gift is it?! Hurry up and take it out for me!”
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